Calendar

Friday Eve. 21 Oct.
Upshur Woods Retreat begins

Sunday 10 AM. 23 Oct.
Service. John Ohlinger will lead.

Friday 8 PM 28 Oct.
Prairie Playreaders. Rachel Safford's.
5209 Tolman Ter. 271-2178.

Sunday 10 AM 30 Oct.
Program not yet announced.

Sunday 4 PM 30 Oct.
Board Meeting.

Sunday 7:30 PM 7:30 Oct.
Parish Meeting at Portal Foster.
1806 West Lawn.

Sunday 10 PM 80 Oct.
Newsletter deadline.

Mankind can still live without machines!

On Sunday, Nov. 6, 1877, the United Universalist Unitarian
Church of Monomago, Wisconsin, held its first Sunday service.
On Nov. 6, 1977 it will celebrate its 100th anniversary. 2 PM.
Dear Prairie Friends:

We have been in our new home for about 3 weeks now and are getting settled in. We have a 50-year old adobe house in an older part of town, about 3 miles from the university. I am teaching physics and trying to get my research started. Lois is taking on substitute teaching jobs.

There is a Unitarian Fellowship in town, this one with a building and a part-time minister.

We are looking forward to a mild winter in the desert. We have enough room to accommodate visitors and would like to see our friends from Madison, so if you are in the area, stop in.

Chuck and Lois Young
226 Willoughby
Las Cruces, N.M. 88001
Phone:
\[505\] 524-2713

PRAIRIE PLAYREADERS

WILL READ ANGEL STREET, A VICTORIAN THRILLER
IN THREE ACTS BY PATRICK HAMILTON

THIS PLAY WAS MADE INTO A MOVIE CALLED GASLIGHT STARRING INGRID BERGMAN AND CHARLES BOYER IN THE 40's

TIME: 8:00 p.m.

PLACE: 5209 Tolman Terrace, Madison

Five good parts—-you are invited!
STORAGE ROOM CLEANOUT — Over recent years various miscellaneous items (for example, one pair ski boots) have found their way into Prairie's storage room (below the men's john at Portal-Foster) and then apparently been abandoned. Notice is hereby given to all and sundry (excepting only Veda Nomura and Hermine Davidson) that if you have stored anything therein which you deem worth saving for your own special purposes, get in touch with Roland Parrish (238-1725) and make your case before November 1. Thereafter Roland will dispose of all "miscellaneous items" (not belonging to Religious Education or Hospitality) as his whimsy dictates.

---

Teachers and members of the RE Committee had a retreat at Parrish's cabin Sept. 30 - Oct. 1 for the purpose of communicating ideas about the RE programs to each other and to get to know each other a little better. It was a lovely weekend to be outdoors (in spite of the rain!). We had a potluck supper Friday evening, sat around the fire, drank wine and experienced some of the program exercises.

We started the morning Saturday with a nature tour led by Gales Smith and found a wide variety of mushrooms — both edible and inedible! The rest of the day we were involved in activities the children would have in their programs such as making a family tree and comparing it to other cultures, talking about loss and death, singing songs and finding discussing where our own secret place as a child was.

All in all we had a good time and hopefully it will become a Prairie tradition!

We thank Parrish's again for the use of their wonderful cabin.

Veda Nomura
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